CITY COUNCIL
WORK SESSION AGENDA
MONDAY

FEBRUARY

1, 2021

Council Chambers

6: 15 p. m.

1.

Call to Order

2.

Tree preservation overlay district changes

3.

Forest preservation area update

4.

Adjournment

Motion

seconded

by ,

adjourn.

Meeting

adjourned

at

by

to

City of

Jm

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Joe Hogeboom, Community and Economic Development Director

DATE:

January 27, 2021

SUBJECT:

City

Council work

session

summary —

February 1, 2021

Tree Preservation Zone Changes. Staff will be discussing potential modifications to the Tree
Preservation Zone Ordinance. The proposed modifications to the ordinance that reflect current
best management practices. The draft ordinance has been recommended by the Arbor Committee
and the Planning Commission.
Forest Preservation Area update. Staff will be providing an update to the Council regarding
the Forest Preservation Areas, and discussing some of the research that the Arbor Committee is
doing

regarding forest preservation.

City of

MdDle Grp

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Peter Vickerman, Planning Manager

DATE:

February 1, 2021

SUBJECT:

Tree Preservation Overlay District Changes

Brief History:

Since 2018, Community and Economic Development staff have been reviewing potential changes
to the Tree Preservation

finalized

Overlay

District ( T-

with

zone).

Between November 2019 and May 2020, staff

Arbor Committee.

potential
The Planning Commission reviewed
the proposed text amendment and recommended approval at the June 8, 2020 meeting.
the

changes

the

Potential Adjustments since the Planning Commission Meeting:
Staff wanted to note to the City Council that there have been ongoing internal discussions
regarding this item since the Planning Commission held the public hearing on this item.
1.

Staff has internally discussed the merits of exempting single family detached lots, post
development,

from T- zone

Regulating individual homeowners regarding tree
removal has proven to be very challenging and often feels extremely overbearing for the
sake of what are often one or two trees.
If there is an interest in looking at this more,
regulations.

additional changes to the ordinance would be warranted.
2.

Staff has reviewed the proposed density bonus language and would propose changing this
to a simpler system than we originally proposed based on the acreage of preserved T- zone
Staff

also

suggests

offering

an

additional incentive

that

if more

than

55%

of the T- zone

area was preserved a tree inventory would not be required.
Staff has discussed with the Arbor Committee members the desire to potentially add

3.

additional T- zone areas.
4.

Staff has discussed applying any penalties administratively.
Staff has discussed the need for more clarity on conservation easements, if they are to be
used. One note would be the need to allow public access into some of these areas if so
desired for park trail purposes.

5.

Previous Summary of Changes from the Council Action Form:
The changes generally are based on three issues:
1.
2.
3.

Cleaning up language to reflect current practices
Strengthening language to limit tree removal and provide incentives for lower removal
Ease of administering

the ordinance

A brief summary of key changes:
1.
Adjusts the code to reflect current practice for development ( one stage of removal vs.
two.)
2.

Adjusts replacement standards to gradually increase based on amount of removal.

3.

Adds a hard limit to removal.

4.

Adds

bonus language for residential projects

density

that

remove

less than 50% of the

inches.
5.

6.

Adds the potential for financial penalties for unauthorized removal.
Adds multiple requirements for single family detached neighborhoods including:
a.

All replacement must be in common areas with a conservation easement.

b.

Trees within 20 feet of building pad will not be counted for preservation.

c.

d.

7.

Once C/ O is granted, 32 inches per acre per year can be removed (unless a density
bonus has been granted.)
Staff notes that if there is a desire to move away from regulating individual single
family lots, this area of change would need to be adjusted.

Clarifies requirements for lots in T-zones that are not part of a development proposal or
previously approved Tree Preservation Plan.

8.

Adds shoreland language to reference the new requirements for tree removal in shoreland
areas.

9.

Adjusts the code to reflect various stages of development with post approval, pre -

development stage better spelled out regarding tree fences, signs, performance guarantee,
surveys and pre C/ O inspection.
10. Allows cash -in -lieu based on Tree Conservancy Fee.
11. Miscellaneous

cleanup &

additions

from the Arbor Committee

recommendations.

Current Code compared with Proposed Changes:

The table below summarizes some of the key changes and compares them to the current code.
Current
For

residential

PUDs:

Proposed

For each inch

above

51 % of total removed, 2 to 1 replacement.

Replacement

gets higher the more trees are

removed.
50- 55%:

2 to 1

55- 60%:

3 to 1

60- 65%: 4 to 1
65- 70%:

For Commercial &
inch

above

72%

Industrial PUDs: For each
of total

removed,

2

to

1

replacement.

5 to 1

Replacement

gets higher the more trees are

removed.
70- 75%:

2 to 1

75- 80%:

3 to 1

80- 85%: 4 to 1
85- 90%:
No upper limit on tree removal.

5 to 1

Residential: Limited to 70%
Commercial &

No benefit for removing fewer trees.

Industrial: Limited to 90%

Density bonus for residential developments
that remove fewer trees.

Unauthorized

removal

is a misdemeanor

each day the situation isn' t resolved.

for

Unauthorized removal may result in financial
penalties.

Does not specifically
replacement

allow cash -in -lieu of

trees.

Specifically allows cash -in -lieu of replacement
trees.

Replacement trees can be planted on
individual single family lots.

Replacement trees cannot be planted on
individual single family lots and must be
planted in common areas. Note that this may
need to be ad 'usted.

Assumes

two

stages

of development &

tree

removal ( one of installation of streets and

Assumes one stage of master grading and tree
removal.

utilities and one for grading individual lots.)
The full red -lined ordinance is attached with additional comments on each portion but staff did
want to elaborate here on a few of the more impactful changes.

Increased

Replacement

Requirements

and Hard Limit on Removal:

One of the more critical changes proposed is to increase the replacement requirements when
certain thresholds of removal are proposed and to have a hard limit where no more removal is
allowed. The proposed replacement ratios are as follows:
Residential

PUD Replacement

Table

Replacement
removal

Removal

up to 50% of DBH inches

0: 0

Removal

over

50- 55% of DBH

inches

2: 1

Removal

over

55- 60% of DBH

inches

3: 1

Removal

over

60- 65% of DBH inches

1

Removal

over

65- 70% of DBH inches

5: 1

Ratio ( replacement

inches

to

inches)

o removal allowed over 70%

Commercial

and Industrial PUD Replacement

Replacement

Ratio

Table

of DBH inches

Removal

up to 70%

Removal

over

70- 75%

of DBH inches

2: 1

Removal

over

75- 80%

of DBH inches

3: 1

Removal

over

80- 85%

of DBH inches

Removal

over

85- 90%

of DBH

inches

0: 0

1
5: 1

o removal allowed over 90%

This change essentially increases the size and impact of the " stick" to meet the purpose of the
ordinance.

Density Bonus for Residential Developments:

Note that this describes the language that went to the Planning Commission. Staff would suggest
adjusting this to a simpler formula based on the acres of T-zone area above 50% that is preserved.
The end result is the same with regard to the number ofadditional units that could be built.
Along with the bigger " stick" described above, staff is proposing a significant " carrot" in the form
of density bonuses for tree preservation over 50% for residential developments.
For every percent of tree preservation over 50%, a density bonus of 2% can be applied to
the area of the T- zone. The bonus density would be based on the max density in a
particular land use category.
At least 55%
encourage

preservation would be required before the bonus went into effect. This is to

additional preservation.

Flexibility in lot sizes and/ or unit types may be considered to accommodate more open
space and bonus units.

For sites that have both T- zone areas and non- T- zone areas, the bonus would only apply

to the T-zone acreage. Staff is also considering a separate open space bonus for non- Tzone areas. This would be calculated separately from any T- zone area. This separate text

amendment would come before the Planning Commission at a later date.
The intent of this change is to significantly incentivize preserving more T- zone areas.

An example of how this might work is as follows:

10 acre site, low density site, all in the T- zone.

Typically you' d see a density between 2. 5 and 3. 25 units per acre, so 25 to 33 total units.
If 60% of the inches were preserved, there would be a 20% density bonus.
This density bonus would be based on the max density of the area, so 20% more than 4. 0
units per acre which equates to 48 total units.
So the incentive for preserving more trees is 15 to 23 additional units on a site.

This would likely require flexibility in lot sizes and potentially unit types.
New Standards for Single Family Detached Residential Areas:

One of the key challenges staff has faced is implementing the T- zone on privately owned single
family lots. There have been significant challenges with replacement trees being planted on these
lots as well as challenges with trees in T-zone areas being removed after construction.
The proposed language will do the following:

Any replacement trees must be planted in a common area, not on individual lots.
Any replacement trees must have a conservation easement placed on them.
Trees within 20 feet of the building pad will be considered removed. There have been
many instances of trees near houses that area labeled as " preserved" on preservation
plans that subsequently die and pose a hazard in the future.

Clarifies that for single family detached areas where no density bonuses have been
granted, once a certificate of occupancy has been granted, the allowance of 32 inches of
removal per acre per year goes into effect.
These provisions will help in administering the code and eliminate the issue of a new homeowner
being required to have specific trees on their lot when they may not want them.
Staff again notes that if we move away from regulating the T-zone on individual single family lots,
much of this could potentially change.
Adjusts the Code to Match Current Practice:

One of the key items staff wanted to do was simply have the code match current development
practices. The code is set up with the presumption of two stages of removal whereas current
development generally has only one stage of removal.

Additionally, the changes clarify what the standards are at various stages of development and
reorganizes

the

various

parts of the

ordinance

to

better match

the chronology

of development.

Penalties and Cash -in -lieu:

The last major change is that the proposed language adds the possibility of having fines for
unauthorized removal and also allows the payment of cash -in -lieu of replacement trees if there are
not good alternatives.
Other Changes:

Beyond the major items outlined above, the proposed changes are generally administerial in
nature. We note that there are large areas where sections have been moved around and staff also

attempted to create a unified numbering scheme so the red -lined version shows significant
changes.

ATTACHMENTS:

Attachment

A: Redlined

Proposed Ordinance

Attachment

B: Clean Proposed

Change

Ordinance Change

Attachment A

DIVIS_ION 6. - T TREE PRESERVATION
Sec. 36- 721. -

DISTRICT, _
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erosion
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3)

Aid in the removal of

4)

Provide a buffer and screen against noise pollution;

5)

Provide protection

carbon

dioxide and generation of

oxygen

in the

atmosphere;

i
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Aid in the control of drainage and restoration of denuded soil subsequent to construction or
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7)

Provide a haven for birds which in turn assist in the control of insects;

d

8)

Provide habitat for wildlife;

9)

Protect and increase property values;
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and guidelines., --
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The arbor committee, appointed by the city council pursuant to chapter 2, article IV, division 3, shall ..
assist the community development department in the development and

specifications

and guidelines for its use in the administration

maintenance
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Sec. 36- 725. - Applicability; right of entry.,
1) (
a} —
The T- T- tree preservation district ( T- zone) shall be applied to and superimposed
residential,

commercial,

or industrial

district contained
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in this chapter. The regulations

and

requirements imposed by the T tree preservation district shall be in addition to floodplain,
shoreland, and wetland regulations and requirements, and those established for the district

wherein property is located, which regulations and requirements will all jointly apply to the
property. Under the joint application of districts, the more restrictive requirements shall apply.
2) (
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ta-The areas affected by the terms of the T tree preservation district within the city shall be
identified in a map adopted by the city council as a T tree preservation district map. The map
shall be incorporated by reference as though fully set forth in this section. The legal descriptions
of the T tree preservation district area are on file with the city clerk. In addition, the city may,
based upon guidelines recommended by the arbor committee and approved by the city council,
designate any tree for preservation because of any unique physical characteristic or growth

process, or some historical or cultural significance. Such trees shall be known as landmark trees,

and a list of such trees shall also be maintained in the office of the city clerk and shall be a part
of this division
3) (

s')--

as if fully set forth in this section.

The T tree preservation

district designations
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mail addressed to the owner/ occupant at the address last shown on the county tax records in city
offices and mailed in the United States mail at least four days prior to the anticipated entry. Failure
of the addressee to receive such notice does not invalidate the notice or the entry.
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Sec_._
36 727. - [Forest management plan. l
1) '

Commented [ PV10]: This section adds language

Application. Any person desiring approval of a forest management plan as an alternative to-\
the requirements of section 36- 726 shall submit a written application to the city' s community and
economic development department prepared by a Ratural Fe6GUFG8 PFef86GIGRaIcertifjed
arborist,
landscape architect or other natural resource professional approved by the Community and
Economic Development Director and the Arbor Committee. This application shall include the
following information:
p.

m -- Name and address of applicant.

4—

5

e. (

f. ()—

Name of person preparing any map, drawing or diagram submitted with the
1_ ocation

of the property,

including

a street address

and legal description.

Measure and map of the parcel of land, specifically designating all forested areas,
the existing and proposed use of such areas, and actual dimensions of the areas.

9_

q4— Location of all proposed or existing structures, roads, utilities, and driveways on the

h.

0)--- A written

site.

narrative

describing

the

activities

to be

undertaken,

the

reasons

for

developing the plan, specific actions proposed by the forest management plan, and how
those actions and activities will benefit the forest as an urban amenity, rather than their
value for lumber or some other economic purpose. Specific examples of such benefit
include, but are not limited to, better forest management ( thinning or removal of certain tree
species), improved wildlife habitat, creation of feFest pFadu ' ^ sue wee rarrnnq}, recreation
use, outdoor education, trails, and energy conservation.
09)-- Additional requirements. The community development director may, in addition, require the
applicant for approval of a forest management plan to supply:
O+— A site plan specifying the methods to be used to preserve all remaining trees and
their root systems.
b. (

24— Such other information as the community development director deems necessary for
review of the proposed

3) (

s—

Review;

action

plan.

by council;

termination;

revocation.

Upon

receipt

of the application,

representatives of the city may visit and inspect the site and adjoining lands. Prior to voting upon
a forest management plan, the city may -shall solicit the opinion of a forester. If the city council
determines that the plan will not destroy any designated or proposed landmark tree; will preserve
positive attributes relative to stabilization

of soil, water quality, and drainage;

and will be for the

good of the forest, it may approve the forest management plan by a majority vote. If the council
determines otherwise, the application shall be denied.
a.

r'

If the city council denies a forest management plan, it shall set forth in writing the

reasons for denial.
b.

Forest

We note that staff is not aware of any

Forest Management

Plans since the adoption of the T- zone

ordinance

in the mid 1990' s.
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account and

Any replanting shall be done with overstory trees of the primary species of the affected forest
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Survey to -of trees prior to approval of occupancy. Prior to the city approving final occupancy
for any structure contained within a tree preservation district, the applicant for such occupancy shall
provide a certified survey of the lot verifying the information required in subsection ( 65) of this
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Attachment B
DIVISION

6. -

Sec. 36- 721. -

T TREE

PRESERVATION

DISTRICT

Purpose.

The intent of this division is, through the preservation,

protection,

maintenance

and management

of

the community' s existing forest resource, including, but not limited to, individual or significant trees having
ecological, cultural and/ or historical significance, and the planting of trees to:
1)

Aid in the stabilization

2)

Reduce

stormwater

of soil by the prevention

of erosion and sedimentation;

runoff and the costs associated

therewith

and

replenish

groundwater

supplies;

3)

Aid in the removal of carbon dioxide and generation of oxygen in the atmosphere;

4)

Provide a buffer and screen against noise pollution;

5)

Provide protection against severe weather;

6)

Aid in the control of drainage and restoration of denuded soil subsequent to construction or
grading;

7)

Provide a haven for birds which in turn assist in the control of insects;

8)

Provide habitat for wildlife;

9)

Protect and increase property values;

10)

Conserve and enhance the city's physical and aesthetic environment; and

11)

Generally protect and enhance the quality of life and the general welfare of the city.

Code

1984, §

Sec. 36- 722. -

375: 109( 1))

Penalties.

1)

Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this division or any forest management
plan approved thereunder shall be guilty of an offense punishable as a misdemeanor each day
or portion thereof that the violation continues. In addition, any and all permits and approvals
extended by the city in connection with the property on which the violation occurs may be
suspended or revoked after notice and an opportunity to be heard, and the city may also deny a
certificate of occupancy or pursue injunctive relief and/ or damages. Pursuit of any one of these
remedies does not waive the city' s right to pursue any or all of these remedies.

2)

In addition to any other penalty, any removal of a tree eight inches in diameter at breast height
DBH) or larger that occurs without city approval

or is otherwise

may be subject to a charge that is twice the Tree Conservation
provided for in the Fee Schedule,
City Council.
3)

City Code Section

not allowed

under this division

Fee per DBH inch removed as

16- 1 or other charge as determined

by the

In addition, the person violating this section may be required to enter into a restoration
agreement that shall provide for, among other things, restoration in compliance with this
division,

the penalty under this section,

a restoration

under Sec. 36- 730 ( 3) or other conditions

Code

1984, §

plan and required

as determined

performance

agreement

by the City Council.

375: 109( 12))

Sec. 36- 723. -

Waiver of requirements during emergencies.
In case of emergencies involving, but not limited to, tornadoes, windstorms,

floods, freezes or other

natural disasters, the requirements of this division may be waived by the mayor or, in the absence of the
mayor, the acting mayor, or the City Administrator.
Code

1984, §

375: 109( 13);

Ord.

No. 06- 31, §

1,

12- 4- 2006)

Sec. 36- 724. -

Development of technical specifications and guidelines.
The arbor committee, appointed by the city council pursuant to chapter 2, article IV, division 3, shall
assist the community development department in the development and maintenance of technical
specifications and guidelines for its use in the administration of this division. This includes, but is not

limited to, advice as to the kinds and species of trees unsuitable or undesirable for planting, such as
noxious trees, and advising as to the areas and conditions under which suitable and desirable trees
should be planted.
Code

1984, §

Sec. 36- 725. 1)

375: 109( 11))

Applicability; right of entry.

The T-tree preservation district ( T-zone) shall be applied to and superimposed upon any
residential, commercial, or industrial district contained in this chapter. The regulations and
requirements

imposed by the T tree preservation district shall be in addition to floodplain,

shoreland, and wetland regulations and requirements, and those established for the district

2)

wherein property is located, which regulations and requirements will all jointly apply to the
property. Under the joint application of districts, the more restrictive requirements shall apply.
The areas affected by the terms of the T tree preservation district within the city shall be identified
in a map adopted by the city council as a T tree preservation district map. The map shall be

incorporated by reference as though fully set forth in this section. The legal descriptions of the T

tree preservation district area are on file with the city clerk. In addition, the city may, based upon
guidelines recommended by the arbor committee and approved by the city council, designate

any tree for preservation because of any unique physical characteristic or growth process, or
some historical or cultural significance. Such trees shall be known as landmark trees, and a list

of such trees shall also be maintained in the office of the city clerk and shall be a part of this
division as if fully set forth in this section.
3)

The T tree preservation district designations may be reviewed annually to ensure all designations
are correct. Areas may be added as changes and plantings occur. Existing T-tree preservation

districts may be rezoned by the City Council. Employees and representatives of the city may
enter upon private property to inspect and identify trees in furtherance of the provisions of section

36- 721 and this section after having given notice to the owner/ occupant. Notice will be adequate

if made in person or, if in writing, stating date and time of the anticipated entry upon the property

and identifying the city and the ordinance pursuant to which the entry is being made. Such notice,
if not personal notice, shall be mailed by certified mail addressed to the owner/occupant at the
address last shown on the county tax records in city offices and mailed in the United States mail
at least four days prior to the anticipated entry. Failure of the addressee to receive such notice
does not invalidate the notice or the entry.
Code 1984, §
Sec. 36- 726. 1)

375: 109( 2))

Restrictions for properties not undergoing development ( Pre -Development requirements.)

For purposes of tree removal on land within a T tree preservation district not in the process of

being subdivided or developed, it shall be unlawful for any person to remove from privately

owned land any tree eight inches in diameter at breast height ( DBH) or larger in excess of the

rate of 32 inches DBH per acre of T- zone on the property in any calendar year outside of the

bluff impact zone; and the; shore impact zone without immediately replacing any such tree
pursuant to the appropriate ratio set forth in section 36- 728 unless provided otherwise in a
previously approved forest management plan approved by the city as set forth in section 36727.
2)

For trees in a T- zone that are also within the bluff' impact zone and the shore; impact zone, the
of

this chapter and Division 5 -S Shoreland District of Chapter 36--Zoning shalt
apply. The Cornmunity Development Director shell determine how the standards shall be
regulations

applied

in the case of conflicting

regulations.

Code

1984, §

Sec. 36- 727. 1)

375: 109( 3))

Forest management plan.

Application. Any person desiring approval of a forest management plan as an alternative to the
requirements of section 36- 726 shall submit a written application to the city' s community and
economic development

department prepared by a certified arborist, landscape architect or other

natural resource professional approved by the Community and Economic Development Director
and the Arbor Committee. This application shall include the following information:
a.

Name and address of applicant.

b.

Status of applicant with respect to the land.

C.

Written consent of the owner of the land, if applicant is not the owner.

d.

Name of person preparing any map, drawing or diagram submitted with the application.

e.

Location of the property, including a street address and legal description.

f.

Measure and map of the parcel of land, specifically designating all forested areas, the
existing and proposed use of such areas, and actual dimensions of the areas.

g.

Location of all proposed or existing structures, roads, utilities, and driveways on the site.

h.

A written narrative describing the activities to be undertaken, the reasons for developing
the plan, specific actions proposed by the forest management plan, and how those actions
and activities will benefit the forest as an urban amenity, rather than their value for lumber
or some other economic

purpose. Specific examples of such benefit include, but are not

limited to, better forest management ( thinning or removal of certain tree species), improved
wildlife habitat, recreation use, outdoor education, trails, and energy conservation.
2)

Additional requirements. The community development director may, in addition, require the
applicant for approval of a forest management plan to supply:
a.

A site plan specifying the methods to be used to preserve all remaining trees and their root
systems.

b.

3)

Such other information as the community development director deems necessary for
review of the proposed plan.

Review;

action

by

council;

termination;

revocation.

Upon

receipt

of

the

application,

representatives of the city may visit and inspect the site and adjoining lands. Prior to voting upon
a forest management plan, the city shall solicit the opinion of a forester. If the city council
determines that the plan will not destroy any designated or proposed landmark tree; will preserve
positive attributes relative to stabilization of soil, water quality, and drainage; and will be for the

good of the forest, it may approve the forest management plan by a majority vote. If the council
determines
a.

otherwise, the application

shall be denied.

If the city council denies a forest management plan, it shall set forth in writing the reasons
for denial.

b.

An approved forest management plan shall remain in effect until a request to develop all
or part of the property in the plan is filed with the city, which event shall automatically
terminate the plan, or until the applicant, or the applicant' s heirs, successors, or assigns,

and the city agree to terminate the plan.
C.

The city council may, after notice and an opportunity to be heard, revoke an approved
forest management plan if it determines, through inspection or otherwise, that such plan is
not being followed. Upon such revocation, the basic restrictions of this division shall apply
to the affected property as if no forest management plan had ever been approved for that
property, and those restrictions shall continue to apply unless a new forest management
plan for the property

is approved

at sometime in the future.

4)

Code

Any request
reviewed as
requirements
by a majority
1984, §

Sec. 36- 728. -

for amendment of an approved forest management plan shall be processed and
if it were an initial application for such a plan, unless one or more application
in subsection ( a) and ( b) of this section are specifically waived by the city council
vote.

375: 109( 8))

Tree preservation standards associated with site development.

Unless provided otherwise in an approved forest management plan set forth in section 36- 727, the
conditions following the submission requirements in this section shall apply to removal of trees having a
trunk diameter of eight inches or more DBH.
1)

Application. Any person desiring to develop all or part of any property within a tree preservation

district shall submit an application ( subdivision, site plan, planned unit development, among
others) to the city' s community

and economic development

department

together with a filing

fee as set forth in chapter 16, article XI, of this Code. Accompanying the appropriate application
shall be the following:
a.

Tree inventory. Tree inventory shall include the species, diameter, condition and location of
all trees at least eight DBH inches and shall be prepared by a forester, natural resources
specialist, certified arborist, landscape architect or another qualified individual. Such

qualified individual shall require approval by the community development director.
b.

Tree preservation plan. The tree preservation plan shall show and specify:
i.

Total diameter inches and species composition of trees at least eight DBH inches to be

preserved;
ii.

Total number of diameter inches of trees at least eight IDBH inches to be removed;

iii.

Limits of tree clearing, tree protection zones and fencing;

iv.

Location,

v.

size and species

of replacement

trees

required

in section;

Construction staging areas for parking and material storage including concrete washout
areas;

vi.

Location of all underground utilities.

vii.

Dripline analysis showing the approximate location of the dripline from each tree. If a
clear dripline cannot be established, said analysis shall estimate the dripline using a
one and a half ( 1. 5)- foot radius for the dripline for each inch of tree diameter.

viii.

Root cutting with a vibratory plow, trencher or other device approved by the Director of
Community and Economic Development must be conducted along the limits of
clearing adjacent to tree preservation areas and a root cutting detail shall be provided.

ix.

Grading in the dripline shall be no more than 1/ 3 the radius of the estimated dripline or

the tree shall be counted as removed in the plan. Said grading shall be only on one
side

of the tree.

x.

xi.
xii.

Fencing detail for any fencing required under Sec. 36- 730.
Signage details for any required signage under Sec. 36- 730.

All tree removal shall be accounted for with the initial plan and include proposed grading
for all lots in a development.

xiii.

C.

Sequencing Plan. The Sequencing
i.

2)

For single- family detached residential property, trees within 20 feet of the building pad
may be preserved but shall not count as preserved on the retention schedule.
Plan shall show the following sequencing

schedule:

Root Cutting

ii.

Installation of Tree Protection Fence and Signage

iii.

Grading

Standards of preservation during development. Development means part of a development
proposal under review such as, but not limited to, a Planned Unit Development or subdivision
review.

a.

Development

Removal limit before replacement

Type

is required ( in DBH inches)
Residential (
Industrial (

3)

PUD or otherwise)

50%

non PUD)

70%

Commercial ( non PUD)

80%

Industrial and Commercial PUD' s

70%

Replacement

Table

for Planned

Unit Developments:

The replacement for Planned Unit Developments has a replacement ratio that gets higher
as removal gets higher and puts a limit on removal. The intent is to limit removal and
provide more replacement with more removal.
a.

k"

Residential PUD Replacement Table

Replacement
removal

Removal

up to 50%

Removal

over

50- 55% of DBH inches

Removal

over

55- 60%

Removal

over

60- 65% of DBH inches

4: 1

Removal

over

65- 70%

5: 1

No removal

allowed

of DBH

inches

of DBH

inches

to

0: 0
2: 1

inches

of DBH

Ratio ( replacement

inches

3: 1

inches

over 70%

91
Commercial

and

Replacement

Industrial

Replacement

PUD

Removal

up to 70% of DBH

Removal

over

70- 75%

Removal

over

75- 80% of DBH inches

3: 1

Removal

over

80- 85% of DBH

4: 1

Removal

over

85- 90% of DBH inches

No removal

Ratio

Table

allowed

inches

of DBH

0: 0

inches

2: 1

inches

5: 1

over 90%

The replacement ratio shall apply to the entire replacement.
residential

PUD of 60% would

have a 3: 1 replacement

ratio,

For example, removal in a
61 %

removal

would

trigger

at 4: 1 replacement ratio.

4)

Density Bonus and Transfer for Residential Development
As an incentive to retain trees, density bonuses can be considered for preservation.
bonuses

are

based

on

the percentage

of trees retained

over

50%

project that is in a T-zone. Density Bonuses for T-zone preservation
density bonuses in the PUD section.
A 2%
over

increase in Density Bonus can be considered
50%,

rounding

to the nearest

whole number.

Density

and apply to the area of a
can be in addition to any

for each percentage of trees retained
At least 55%

of the inches

must

be

retained before the density bonus shall apply.
b.

Example

Percentage

Table

of DBH

Inches

Retained

Density

60%
70%

0%

80%

60%

90%

80%

100%

100%

C.

Bonus

0%

The Density Bonus shall be applied only to the acreage of the T- zone area of the
property and this density can be transferred to the remainder of the site or an alternative
site subject to City approval.
The base density on which the density bonus shall be applied is the maximum density in
the particular land use category in the Comprehensive Plan.
The City may consider flexibility with regard to unit types and lot sizes to accommodate
the greater amount of open space that would occur with greater tree preservation.
For
example, smaller single family lots or more attached housing in the Low - Medium
Residential areas could be considered.
11

For sites that have both T- zone areas and non T- zone areas, density bonuses shall be

calculated independently from each other. Open Space Preservation bonuses would only
be gained if open space was created in the non T- zone area above what is required by
code.

For sites within a T- zone, density bonuses, including Open Space Preservation bonuses
of the DBH inches are preserved.

g.

will only be allowable if more than 50%
5)

Standards of preservation when not connected with a development review. This section shall
govern the development of individual lots in a T-zone in which removal was not previously
accounted for through some other review process such as, but not limited to, Planned Unit
Development or subdivision review.

Single- family detached and two- family dwellings. The builder shall be responsible for
working with the community development department for the protection of the trees to be

a.

preserved on a particular lot.
i.

The building pad shall include an area from the front lot line to a line 85 feet behind the
front lot line.

ii.

The building pad shall extend across the entire width of the lot.

iii.

The builder shall be required to replace trees removed from within the building pad on a
basis

iv.

of M2 inch of replacement

DBH

inch of removal.

Trees protected within the building pad may count toward replacement at a ratio of two
inches of replacement

v.

for each

for every DBH inch of trees protected.

If trees are removed from the area outside the building pad, they shall be replaced at a
ratio of two inches of replacement for each DBH inch removed.

b.

Other

Development

Development

Types:

Type

Removal

limit

required (

in DBH

Attached single- family dwellings and apartments

50%

Industrial

70%

Commercial

80%

before

replacement

is

inches)

Trees removed in excess of the removal limit above shall be replaced at a ratio of two

c.

inches of replacement for each DBH inch removed.
6)

Standards of preservation in all other circumstances. Whenever trees are removed under any
circumstances other than those identified in subsections ( 2) and ( 5) of this section, preservation
and replacement ratios set forth in subsection ( 5) shall apply.

Sec. 36- 729. 1)

Replacement

standards.

As shown on a tree preservation plan required in section 36- 728 ( 1) b, replacement shall occur in
the following order:
a.

In the area from which the trees are removed. For single family residential developments,
or other types of development as determined by the City Council, said area shall be
common

areas, outlots or other

lots other than private,

individually

owned

lots.

Said

lots

shall have a conservation easement placed upon them subject to the review and approval
of the City of Maple Grove.
b.

If this is not desirable for the health or survival of the replacement

trees, the trees shall be

replanted elsewhere within the T zone from which the trees were removed. For single

family residential developments, or other types of development as determined by the City
Council, said area shall be common areas, outlots or other lots other than private,
individually owned lots. Said lots shall have a conservation easement placed upon them
subject to the review and approval of the City of Maple Grove.
c.

If this is also undesirable

for the health or survival of the replacement

trees, then the

replanting may occur outside of the designated T zone but shall occur within the
development. For single family residential developments, or other types of development as
determined by the City Council, said area shall be common areas, outlots or other lots
other than private, individually owned lots. Said lots shall have a conservation easement

placed upon them subject to the review and approval of the City of Maple Grove.
d.

If this is not desirable for the health or survival of the replacement trees, then the landowner

shall consult and work with the city to determine a better alternative planting location for
the replacement
e.

trees.

Otherwise, at the discretion of the City Council, the Tree Conservation Fee shall be paid to
the City in an amount as is set forth by the City Council in the adopted fee schedule. Funds
received by the Tree Conservation

Fee will be maintained

within a separate account and

used to replant trees on public lands or within forest preservation lands.
2)

Any replanting shall be done with overstory trees of the primary species of the affected forest.
No more than 20% of the replacement trees shall be composed of any one genus. At planting,
the trunks of deciduous trees shall be at least 2'/ 2 inches DBH. Coniferous trees shall be at least
five feet in height.

3)

Replacement

trees shall be identified

as such until they are eight inches

in DBH, shall be

considered at least eight inches in DBH regardless of size and shall be treated accordingly for
purposes of this division.
4)

A coniferous tree replacement
height

of the coniferous

shall be counted at a ratio of one inch DBH for every two feet in

tree.

5)

If any replanting is to occur outside the limits of the T zone, the parcel on which the replanting
occurs shall be rezoned so as to be governed by the provisions of the T zone.

6)

Any replacement tree required to be planted by Sec. 36- 728 shall be in addition to trees
required to be planted on any residential lot, including single- family detached, two- family or any
lot needing

to comply

with the requirements of Sec. 36- 831 —

Required Landscaping.

Sec. 36- 730. Requirements before and during construction:
1)

Tree protection and preservation
a.

standards.

Trees designated for preservation shall be protected by a highly visible fence or other
temporary structure deemed acceptable

by the city. The protection

area shall be defined

by the projection of the tree dripline downward to the ground. If less protection is necessary
due to the proximity of building structures or infrastructure, such reduced protection area
shall require approval by the city prior to any construction
b.

activity taking place.

The location and means of tree protection shall require inspection and approval by the city
prior to any construction

activity taking place, including any grading work on the site. The

city shall also inspect the construction site during construction. The tree protection shall
remain in place until the city has conducted an inspection of the lot and has approved the

removal of the fencing.

0

c.

No equipment, chemicals, soil deposits or construction materials shall be placed within a
protective barrier.

d.

Any landscaping activity subsequent to the removal of the barriers shall be accomplished
with hand labor or light maGhinery having a gross weight Of RG mere than 1, 000 pounds.

e.

If, during construction, activities take place in areas designated for preservation in
violation of the above standards, trees in the impacted area may be deemed removed

and subject to the penalties in Sec. 36- 722 and any necessary replacement
requirements.

f.

Areas designated for tree preservation shall have a conservation easement placed upon
them that will prohibit further removal of trees except removal as identified in Sec. 36732.

Single family detached developments

where no density bonus has been granted

shall be exempt from this requirement.
g.

2)

Any tunneling under trees for utilities should be a minimum of 2 feet underground
the top of the tunnel to minimize root loss.

from

Site signage.
a.

b.

Prior to any tree being removed pursuant to subsection 36- 728( 2) or ( 3), the property
owner shall cause to be posted on the perimeter of the site involved in the development,
subdivision, excavation or construction activity signs readily visible to and understandable
by the public identifying the trees and activity on the site as being subject to the
provisions of tree preservation zoning regulations of the city.

Such signs will be provided by the city, shall be placed in proximity to planned entrances
to the development and shall remain in place until the activity has passed final approval
by the city departments monitoring it.

c.

In addition, the property owner shall securely attach signs to the tree protection fence

required under section 36- 730 every 50 feet of protection fencing or portion thereof. Such
signs will be provided by the city.
d.

All site activity that would impact trees shall cease if signage and/ or fencing are not in
place, until said signage and fencing are deemed adequate by the monitoring city
departments.

e.

For any tree replacement areas and/ or tree protection areas with a conservation
easement, permanent signage shall be installed identifying the conservation

easement

boundaries.
3)

Performance guarantee.
a.

Based upon the replacement trees identified in section 36- 729, and prior to any
construction activity taking place, the applicant shall submit a cash escrow, letter of credit

or other surety acceptable to the city in the amount of 100 percent of the cost of the
replacement trees proposed for the project area. Such surety shall remain in force for two
full growing seasons following installation of the replacement trees to guarantee survival.
At the end of the second growing season or subsequent two- year period, the city shall
review the project area in coordination

with the applicant and shall make a determination

to:
i)

Refund the appropriate

ii)

Require the planting of new trees to replace the replacement trees which did not
survive the initial or subsequent two full growing seasons or subsequent periods until

performance

such time as the replacement

surety; or

trees have

survived

two full growing

seasons.

b.

For purposes of this section, all trees shall be alive and in satisfactory growing condition
at the end of two full growing seasons. The growing season shall include the period May
1 through September 30. The two- year guaranty period for plant materials installed after
June 1 shall commence

4)

the following year.

Survey of trees prior to issuance of building permit. Prior to the issuance of a building permit by
the city for a lot within a development subject to the requirements

of this section, the applicant for

such building permit shall provide a certified survey of the lot or lots for which the building permit is
to be issued identifying the location, size and species of all trees eight inches DBH or larger in size.

Such survey shall indicate trees that are to be removed, those that are to be saved and any required
replacement

trees. Diagrams of protective fencing shall be shown on the survey consistent with

section 36- 730. If required by the city, a tree replacement plan shall be provided complying with
the provisions of this section.

5) Survey of trees prior to approval of occupancy. Prior to the city approving final occupancy for any
structure contained within a tree preservation district, the applicant for such occupancy shall
provide a certified survey of the lot verifying the information required in subsection ( 5) of this
section. If the city determines that additional tree inches are removed after the completion of site
improvements based on the survey, the city shall require additional tree replacement.

6) Further requirements during subdivision are set forth in chapter 30, pertaining to subdivisions,
and include, but are not limited to, section 30- 16( 3) m.
Sec. 36- 731. -

1)

Tree preservation

standards after site development.

For all development types, except for single family detached homes, the tree preservation
plan associated with that development

shall govern and additional tree removal shall be

compared with the removal in the original approval. Any required replacement shall be
subject to the requirements of this chapter.
2)

For single family detached homes, after a certificate of occupancy has been granted,
additional

removal of trees shall be subject to Sec. 36- 726 unless a conservation

easement

prohibits additional removal.

Sec. 36- 732. -

Exceptions.

The provisions of this division shall not apply to:
1)

The removal of trees from commercial nurseries or horticultural properties, such as tree farms,
orchards

or commercial

harvesting

forests.

This exception

incidental to imminent development

shall

not be interpreted

to include

lumber

of the land.

2)

The removal of trees on public rights -of -way conducted by or on behalf of a federal, state, county,
municipal, or other governmental agency in pursuance of its lawful activities or functions in the
construction or improvement of public rights -of -way.

3)

The removal of trees deemed to be diseased, dying, or dead. Said determination shall be made
by a certified arborist, landscape architect or other natural resource professional.

4)

The removal of any tree which has become or threatens to become a danger to human life or
property.

5)

The removal of any tree by a public utility when such tree has the reasonable potential of
endangering

Code

Secs.

1984, §

36- 733-

the facilities operated by the utility.

375: 109( 10))

36- 750. -

Reserved.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Joe Hogeboom,

Community

and Economic

Development

1

Director ; /
Ki ,

G

r

DATE:

January 27, 2021

SUBJECT:

Forest Preservation Area Update

The City of Maple Grove currently owns land that is being used to preserve old -growth
hardwood forests. The properties, defined as Forest Preservation Area A and Forest Preservation
Area B, contain a total of approximately 300 acres of land. Historically, the Arbor Committee
has been involved in various activities associated with the Forest Preservation Areas, including
regular buckthorn removal and trash collection events. In 2020, the Arbor Committee discussed

possible ways that the Forest Preservation Areas can be protected into the future.

Forest Preservation Area A, located south of Weaver Lake Road along the Medicine Lake
Regional Trail consists of approximately 179 acres of land. In addition to this, the Three Rivers
Park District owns several large tracts of land adjacent to the City -owned property. This area
mainly consists of wetlands, Elm Creek, and stands of maple and basswood trees. The Medicine
Lake Regional Trail traverses the upland areas within Forest Preservation Area A.

Forest Preservation Area B, located west of Vicksburg Lane and south of Nottingham Parkway,
consists of approximately 122 acres of land. Most of this property is upland topography, and is
home to old- and new -growth basswood, maple, and ironwood trees. Forest Preservation Area B
also features wetlands to the north, and is traversed by Elm Creek and an easterly fork of Elm
Creek. There is a small parking area within Forest Preservation Area B, as well as a looped,
unimproved trail through the property. The City of Maple Grove has the right of first refusal on
several adjacent undeveloped pieces of land.
Some, but not all, of the properties associated with the Forest Preservation Areas contain
restrictive covenants that prevent development of the properties. The restrictions are a result of
referenda used for the initial acquisition of the properties. Most of the covenants will expire
between 2025 and 2045. The Arbor Committee is interested in pursuing options to continue
protection within the Forest Preservation Areas. In researching this issue, the Arbor Committee

reached out to Hennepin County Environmental Services, and discussed options for protection.
Hennepin County provides varying levels of assistance for natural areas with significant
ecological benefit.

Recently, there has been significant mention of the Forest Preservation Areas on social media.

Staff has received over 200 comments from the public regarding the matter. In some instances,
there seems to be some confusion over the development of the adjacent new residential

neighborhood on Elm Road. While a portion of that area had T- Zone protections, it was never
part of the Forest Preservation Area, nor had it been owned by the City of Maple Grove. Some
comments erroneously referenced that area as being part of the Forest Preservation Area, and the
City was developing the Forest Preservation Area. In fact, there are no plans for development or

sale of any of the Forest Preservation Areas, nor have there been any discussions regarding that
matter.

The Arbor Committee is seeking to conduct additional research on this matter, and hopes to

approach the City Council for a more in-depth discussion in the spring. In the meantime, if you
have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 763- 494- 6045 or
jho

eboom ,

maplegrovemn. gov.

Attachments:

Forest Preservation Area A North Location Map ( 1 page
Forest Preservation Area B South Location
Map ( 1 page)
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